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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The backbone, no one needs me to explain, is the spine, the main structural

element of vertebrae. Backbone Mountain is the highest peak in Maryland, at

Hoye-Crest. It’s beautiful there in early October, where you can see the colors

changing into the Potomac Valley—they almost appear in striations as the

temperatures changes. It’s a hike up here, not too bad, but a hike nonetheless

from US 219, which cuts briefly through Maryland between Pennsylvania and

West Virginia. I’ve taken that road numerous times into counties whose writers

we welcome into BMR.

The north branch of the Potomac leads to other BMR counties.

I think of literature as the backbone of our culture—it uses language and

engages both the gut and the mind; it asks us to pay attention, the way, when I

got to Hoye-Crest, I paused just to breathe in the scenery, to see a landscape

I’ve worked to make home.

Home, though, is not about geography. It’s about the stories and voices that

welcome us. It’s about people. The poems and stories in these pages bring us

the voices from the villages and cities of the region; the heartaches and

triumphs of its people. It captures the uniqueness of landscape and language, of

voice and vision. For the last eight years, the editors of BMR have worked to

present a travelogue through these counties. And maybe that’s why Backbone

Mountain is the perfect metaphor for this journal: from it we can see the

vastness of this region we call home in the fullest sense. I hope you enjoy it as

much as I do.

Gerry LaFemina
Associate Professor of English, Frostburg State University
Director, Frostburg Center for Creative Writing
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L I Z  D O L A N

T H E  L I T H E  ATH L E T E S                       

fly down the field 
long hair flowing behind them 
as if to give them extra lift. 
Every whack of netted sticks 
scores their mark on the world. 

Soon they will forget the crisp air 
the breathlessness 
the synchronicity with their sisters. 
They will weigh themselves down with lovers 
with children with houses with pearls. 

They will live some other woman’s life 
whom they do not know 
and if they had sensed this  
from the beginning, they would gallop
like sleek stallions into the dark night 
through the high grass
until they scorched the open plains 
the mountains the sea 
where they would swim into the deep. 

They would look at the moon. 
They would want it.  

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 1 0 )
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N I C O L E  H O U S E R

I  AWOK E  TO  A  B L AC KB I RD

Watching that woman with the crooked teeth and the black wings 
tell me how she lost 60 pounds 
made me want to reconcile 
all of the ideas and intentions 
that had been hovering around me 

I recognized her wings from a dream 
when I wore them clumsily taped and glued together 
I sat on the concrete ledge behind my childhood home 
rubbing blackberries between my fingers 
painting purple hands and wrists 

I couldn’t fly
I fell asleep instead
and awoke to a blackbird hopping near my head
tiny talons gently tapping and scratching the concrete

L .  C L A I R E  C A N T W E L L

COWS

We used to sing to them, mock them with our most outrageous “MOOs”

Threw rocks at their bony hips and fleshy pink behinds

Dared the biggest and meanest of the herd to chase us all over bottom field

We teased bulls into butting the fence

Laughed as they banged their hard heads

We chased their young all spring, leaped and ran ‘til their sides heaved

Rounded them up with our ponies

Dared charge black Angus and creamy Charolais

We watched them mate with no evident shame

“Eee-yuued” and hollered when heifers

Chewed their bloody afterbirth before flies could swarm

We dodged their fresh green gooey dung

Marveled at what lived inside their dried, perfectly formed patties

When we were little, we got to ride the gentle Guernsey

We drank her sweet, stringy, warm milk, marveled at her split black hooves

Wished she had a full tail, like our pretty pony mare

Instead of a long rope of a thing with a frayed end to slap bugs off her back

We gave them all ridiculous names like “Sister,” “Allen,” and “Suzie”

Rounded them up and penned them

Watched with horror on “Vaccination Day” as their necks were clamped

A needle long as a sword stuck into their tough hides

We held back tears as they bawled

We avoided thick, sticky mucous on their noses while rubbing their heads

Screamed with glee when purple tongues

licked clean the slime on their nostrils

We cringed at hordes of flies surrounding their soft, runny dark eyes

We worshipped ‘round the smoldering carcass of one left to burn in the back field

Wondered what sickness made it go down

Feared we’d get the pink eye just looking at ones whose eyes bulged yellow pus

We stared down into the depths of the old quarry’s forbidden waters

Where a drowned calf bounced buoyant in the dark waves

We rounded them up into the cattle gap using tobacco sticks as prods

Loaded them in the truck and rode to market,

not batting an eye at their pending death
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B A R R E T T  W A R N E R

I  LOV E  A  C R A SH

I come for the smash-up:
the spin, burst, and flame,
air so heavy with cooked crude
I smell it on my tongue,
then guzzle the blackened calamity.

The bleacher crowd rains wings
and drumsticks on the battered verge.
Some drivers pit themselves
needing fuel, more tires, more, and more
to bank the left-handed mayhem.

While the clown drags a ladder
into our bedroom, waving
a yellow hazard flag,
I crawl back into Julia’s smoke,
our flaming crash, ambrosia.

Tried not to think of maggots on their dead when we ate fresh slaughtered steak

We bottle fed motherless babies and sold them for veal parmesan dinners

With some measure of guilt, we put blood money in our first savings accounts

We watched them chew their cud,

Tried to think what we would eat if we had four stomachs

Knew they relished the clover fields in summer,

the richness of alfalfa hay in winter

We laughed at cowbirds riding on their bony backs

Marveled as they drank the clear cold waters of the branch

Those same waters froze the hide off our tongues

They were not as easy to fall in love with as the ponies,

but we fell in love, anyway—

When we went to school, we learned of cultures that worshipped them

and boy, oh boy

Did we know why.
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N A T E  M A X S O N

TH E  E S C A P E

I always find it amusing the way most people (but don’t think for a moment that
I could ever be referring to you, dear friend) can have their faith shaken or
proven/ by a simple display of light and fire

All it takes is a burning juniper or the flintclick mechanism of a lighter to
magnetize their feet to the soil

Mind you, I’m not an atheist/ I’m just made of a less heavy material and every so
often I slip away, melt into the folds of my coat, but that’s not my aim (even if it
is charming)/ the deus ex machina crumbled prison algorithm

No, I want it to happen of my own volition, that’s the best way to conjure a key

So I hold on to this world, this bright film projection, this stage, this modest
slaveship/ the bacteria of my conscience, by the skin (but aren’t we all?) and by
its grass like hair as it tries to float me away

Even with a headache and alone at last with Houdini on the cross/ in a field
there’s a phone ringing distantly/ I know who’s on the other end

It’s not for me, the spontaneous escape

It has to be planned meticulously, right down to the spoon and the binoculars

Which makes my generalizing of those whom my casual fingersnap activates
brainfreeze particularly cruel

In a near memory experience, my brother throws a black stovepipe hat out an
open window into a storm and holds his breath before it flies back in and onto
his finger like a miraculous basketball set to spin

I want it to be perfect, no footprints

The ritual/ a recipe, phantom smell of bread baking

I want it to be a vanishing, complete in white/ the bride coming down the
mountain

As I shake jazz-hands against the avalanche

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 2 3 )
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“With each passing day the snow will be that much higher,” Rick said. 
“And we will be that much weaker,” Jagger added.
“And our toes will be that much more frozen.”
“And we’ll have no trail to follow.”
“We go?” Rick asked.
Jagger nodded his head.
The heavy steel door swung open with the full force of the wind behind it.

They stepped out into the whiteness and looked southwest, into the direction
from which they had come, and they could see that their tracks, which had been
knee-deep in the snow just moments before, were already gone, buried in the
snow. 

“This way,” Jagger shouted, stepping forward
He disappeared into the white haze and Rick followed at his heels, leaning

low into the wind to keep from blowing over. 
They cut diagonally through the snow, down across the large buttress that

formed the backbone of the mountain. There were trail markers at first, dark rock
pilings that peeked above the snow. But soon the markers were gone, covered by
the heavy snowfall, and they made their way by memory and intuition. About a
quarter mile down, the backbone steepened. Ahead they could see a cliff, strewn
with talus rock and granite boulders. 

“Is this it?” Rick asked. He shouted loudly so he could be heard over the
sound of the storm.

Jagger wiped the snow from his goggles and looked west. It was difficult to
see anything beyond a few feet, but from what he could make out, some dark
blotches of talus rock steeply below them, he believed it to be the place where
the trail switched back to the west. 

“Yes,” he shouted back. “I think it is!”
He pulled the scarf back across his face, tucked the end of it down the neck

of his collar, and turned east, heading down along a steep white slope below an
incline of huge granite rocks. Within minutes he knew they had made the right
choice as he could see a trail marker ahead perched on the top of a huge, granite
boulder. He turned back and waited for Rick, who was now stumbling through the
snow.

“Are you okay?” Jagger yelled out.
“It’s the altitude,” Rick shouted back, inhaling the cold, thin air greedily

into his lungs. “Keep going! Don’t stop!”
Jagger obliged, slogging on through the thigh-deep snow. The descent was

steeper now and more difficult, nearly impossible to find sure footing between
the snow and a smooth granite ledge that rose above them.

Farther down, they saw the dark outline of granite pillars. It was the Keeler
Needles, Jagger knew, rising into the clouds—the saw-toothed ridge that marked

F R A N K  S C O Z Z A R I

T H E  H A P PY  MU L E

Their mistake was obvious, Jagger knew. They had pushed too hard and too
far for a mountaintop that was unreachable. They had committed the most deadly
of mountaineering sins, feeling invincible in the face of nature’s fury. And now,
like a thousand climbers before them, they were going to pay the price.

“If we can follow our tracks back down to the ridge,” he said, “we can make
it back down to Trail Crest.” 

Rick, who sat opposite on the wooden bench, nodded his head, but his
blank stare told that he knew different. In the minutes before reaching the
summit hut the snow was coming at them sideways. Still now they could hear it
piling on outside. 

“Why leave at all?” he asked. “I mean … maybe our chances are better
staying? We stay warm, we stay alive, and we wait for the storm to blow over.”

“And if the storm doesn’t blow over?” Jagger said. “… If it goes on for a
week or two?”

“Or three days for that matter,” Rick replied. 
There was silence again, except for the sound of the wind howling outside.

Jagger looked up and listened. He could hear the wind whispering through the
ceiling cracks, like the sirens that had called them to the summit.

How was it that two experienced climbers could have gotten themselves into
such a mess? he thought. It was the Sierras. That’s how. The storms always come
from the West, from the Pacific, deceivingly, unexpectedly, from where you can’t
see them until they’re on you. And then you’re caught in it and there’s nothing
you can do about it but try to fight your way through it, and try to survive. He
recalled the news about the search and rescue climber found frozen to death just
one week before, barely eighty feet from his tent. Dressed in shorts and a T-shirt
he had gone out for an autumn climb and could not make his way back in a
whiteout. He had not even a simple wind parka with him in the event of a snow
flurry.

How could he not make eighty feet? Jagger had asked himself. It’s easy when
you can’t see the hand in front of your face, he now knew.

They, too, had climbed out of the Portals the day before in eighty-degree
heat wearing nothing but T-shirts and shorts. By mid-afternoon, the heat rising
from the high desert floor formed huge thunderclouds along the eastern slopes. It
was typical of late October, so they thought nothing of it, but by the time they
reached the timberline, it was completely overcast. The following morning they
found themselves staring up at large droplets of rain and ice coming down against
the nylon of their tent. 
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head to look forward, colored spots shot through the sky. When he looked back,
he felt the blood throbbing through his head. He could not recall when he had
last seen Rick, nor could he wait for him. All that was mortal within him told him
that he must go, and go quickly. Yet he stopped once more and gazed back into
the milky haze. 

He’s a tough guy, he thought. He’ll make it fine.
Down through the wraithlike swirls of snow and ice, he rushed. He could

feel the mobility of his legs restricting further. It was happening, he knew, his
joints were freezing. Despite all, he knew must he overcome the overwhelming
desire to cease and rest. He recalled the many mountaineering stories of men
fighting for their lives, as they fought now, who had stopped to rest only to find
themselves unable to move again, and it caused a great fear to well up inside
him.

Continuing down, stumbling in a quick, mindless shuffle, his thoughts
drifted. With every stride, his mind wandered further away, and it enabled him to
escape the fear of his current predicament. He recalled a time in his distant
past—a beautiful summer day in the Sierras. Early in July, when it was hot in the
valley but spring in the high country, and the meadows were all green and full of
flowers and the creeks were brimming with crystal clear water of melted snow.
The trail ahead was gentle and inviting, winding its way up through the forest
into a high valley. He felt the weight of his pack comfortable on his back, felt the
buckwheat brushing against his leg, the warm sunrays that came against his
cheeks, and the cool breeze from the snow of the mountain peaks that
intermittently crossed his path. He could smell the odor of pine and the junipers,
and the violets and woodrush that had sprung along the creek.

It was the odor of nostalgia, he thought, as the wind bit coldly at his nose
now. 

So many times as a child, he had gone to the mountains with his father, and
they had walked through these beautiful meadows, crossed through patches of
latent snow, watched the wind blow the treetops back and forth, and made a
campfire along a creek. They had made beds of pine needles and laid a tarp upon
them, and slept comfortably and peacefully in their bags. So many memorable
experiences. ... It was why being in the Sierras for him had always been like
being in the cradle of a mother’s arms, or being warm next to a fire in a mountain
cabin, next to an old friend cheerfully exchanging experiences of adventure and
mountain triumphs. The rivers and streams of the Sierras, the annual snowfalls
and spring melting, were a rejuvenation of life, he knew, bringing back to the
earth all that was taken in the dark winter. The experience of nature, and being in
it, replenished his soul. For every foot he stepped into the wilderness, was for
him, stepping a foot into heaven. And of all the wildernesses he had ever walked
in, the High Sierra was unmatched in its splendor and grandeur.

the crest of the continental divide, beyond which was the Owens Valley and the
warmth of desert sun. It was a heartening sight. The ridge itself, a narrow rocky
staircase, would provide a navigational respite, and from there it was a direct,
angular descent to Trail Crest. 

He waited for Rick to emerge from the haze. He looked slow and disheveled
with icicles hanging from his face.

“Are you okay?” Jagger asked again.
Rick nodded. 
“It’s the ridge,” Jagger shouted cheerfully. He motioned with his hand down

to the south. “We can be at base camp in a couple hours. We go fast?” 
Rick nodded again.
Together they headed down the ridge, quickly, negotiating the granite

pathway between ice and snowdrifts, blasted by winds on both sides. There were
huge granite spires that provided protection from the wind. Each time they
stepped behind one, the wind would die down, but each time they stepped back
out, they were met by a blustery stream of cold air. From one rock shelter to the
next they fought their way downward, trying to gain as much ground as they
could as quickly as they could in fear that if they did not, they would be blown
off the ridge or frozen in the snow. 

Running seemed to make it better, Jagger thought. If they ran, maybe their
feet would thaw out? It amazed him that he could walk at all on feet so frozen
that he could not feel them when they hit the earth. 

They crossed an ice bridge, beyond which the ridge narrowed even more. The
roar of the wind made it nearly impossible to communicate. Each time Jagger
looked back, he had to wait longer for Rick’s dark figure to emerge from the
clouds. But when he would emerge, like a ghost from a white abyss, his hand
would be waving forward and he would shout, “Go! Go! Don’t stop!”

But the intervals of time between seeing Rick and not seeing him grew
longer. Each time Jagger waited, the ghostly apparition would reappear more
slowly, its hand waving forward with less enthusiasm. The urgency to move and
go quickly weighed upon Jagger, and despite Rick’s lagging, Jagger did not want
to stop. A mountain is not something you conquer, he thought, it is something you
survive. And to survive you must be as unyielding as the mountain itself.

Again he found himself standing there, waiting for Rick for what seemed to
be an eternity. And as he stood there, he could feel his legs stiffening up.

“Come on Rick!” he yelled into the whiteness. He felt himself shivering all
over. “Rick!” 

Once again the ghostly apparition emerged from the clouds, stumbling, its
hand no longer waving forward.

Now the whiteness seemed eternal, and before the dark blurry image
emerged again, Jagger felt himself losing his sensibility. Each time he lifted his
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which to lay one’s head. If only for a moment he could stop and rest, he’d curl up
behind a rock and get warm. But then he would never straighten his legs again,
he knew.

Again he came out from behind the rocks and was slapped by the wind. He
could no longer feel it biting his face. The throbbing in his head was gone now
and there was only numbness. The grey sky was full of colorful sunspots. His body
felt unevenly balanced. His equilibrium had lost its center. When he touched his
nose, there was no sensation. Nor could he feel his legs; although they were still
moving beneath him, they did so as if they were not attached to his body.

He came past another large west-facing rock, and in the moment he stepped
behind it, he was again out of the wind. And as before, he saw a place at the
base of the rock where no snow had reached, and it looked warm and inviting,
like the arms of a lover. He thought of the happy mule. So nice it would be to lie
in the tall grass of a high meadow, warm in the summer sun. For all of eternity to
be basking in sunlight!

***
He awoke in his right mind, curled in a ball on a rocky ledge. For some time

he lay motionless, the genial sunshine pouring upon him and saturating his
frozen body with its warmth. He looked up and saw the clouds breaking. He had
vague memories of his flight down the mountain. He recalled the wind and the
snow, but for how long he had been beaten by it, for two days or two weeks, he
did not know. In his mind he saw only the sunshine and the dead mule in the tall
grass, smiling, happy and content. 

And from the meadows below the timberline, where the sun was breaking
through the clouds, came the odor of pine and junipers, and of the violets along
the creeks. He could imagine the mule lying there in the grass, the warm sun on
its flanks, the smells of the meadow sweetly breathing in through its nostrils.

And now he imagined himself there in the meadow, and he could smell the
junipers himself as if the wind had caught their scent from the icy canyons below
and brought it up to him.

There was that time he had come across the dead mule in the grass. It was
in a high meadow near Piute Pass, and he was alone at the time, and he
remembered seeing it there, suddenly, along the side of the trail with its rib
bones exposed in the sunlight, protruding from its hide. It had been there since
the summer before, likely frozen and covered in snow during the long winter, and
now was beneath the warm sun again, continuing on its natural path of decay.

The hide had dried and had split open in places, exposing some of the
skeleton beneath, but it was also intact in places. Its brown, shiny fur shone
brightly in the places where it remained. The head had decomposed considerably,
its eye-sockets were dark and hollow, and where the hide had pulled back from
the teeth, it exposed them in a way that made it seem as if the mule were
smiling.

And why not? Jagger recalled thinking. If one could choose a place for
eternal rest? Why not choose a place of absolute serenity? Here where nature
rejuvenates itself every year?

Dying was something he knew little of, but living was something he rejoiced
in and relished. He recalled the delight of taking the last few steps up a hilltop
covered in wildflowers, feeling the tall, wind-blown grass brush against his legs
and the pack-straps tight against his shoulders. He remembered diving into a
crystal-clear pool beneath a waterfall in a hot tropical paradise and feeling the
coolness of the water all around him; he recalled the warm rush of air coming up
from a Parisian subway tunnel as he descended on a cold night; and the time he
walked through a bamboo forest with a woman he loved and how they had
stopped and listened to the tall wooden shafts clicking overhead like wind
chimes. 

To live is to dance like no one’s watching, he thought.
Now the wind blew cold against his face, biting deeply into his skin. The

amount of time that had passed since he last saw Rick was uncertain, but seemed
considerable. And in fact, the amount of time that had passed since they left the
summit hut was unknown to him as he had lost all concept of time. Though his
legs were still moving methodically forward, the angle in which he could bend
them had severely constricted. Each step seemed shorter. It was an effort just to
extend them, reaching eagerly for a smaller piece of frozen ground each time. Yet
if he stopped, he knew, even for a second, his legs would freeze. He was a gaunt
old man, he thought, hunched over and hobbling, or a fish trying to walk on the
frozen earth with his fins.

And when he thought of it, he felt the fear coming back. It was nature that
did the taking, and the greatest of all takers was the tallest of mountains. 

He passed through another rock formation that blocked the wind, shutting
it down like a switch on a fan, and there was a place at the base of the rock
without snow that looked warm and lovely, like the lap of a beautiful woman in
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P I A  T A A V I L A - B O R S H E I M

P I A Z Z A

Moonlight creeps through linden leaves,
casts long shadows on sidewalk slab.

The last train’s passengers hurry by
(newspapers tucked under their arms),

chatting of wine and weekend plans.
Once their goodbyes dissipate,

a silence settles in, sweet and lonely.
Under a café table, a cat cleans herself,

stretching and licking, certain in the dark,
in its intimate protections.

I sit on a wrought iron bench to mull over
the day’s events, nursing a drink

and the closed buds of tulips, 
the bits of paper littering the grass.

Soon enough I’ll climb the steps
to my rented room, turn the iron key

in the great brass lock. For now, I coax
a pigeon to coo, to sing to me, tonight.

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 6 )
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P I A  T A A V I L A - B O R S H E I M

A F T E R  H E  L E AV E S

Right about now, eight months later,
I imagine my ex at his kitchen table,
listening to the radio in his underwear and socks.

His shoulders stoop slightly, his frame
weathered but not bent. He rests his chin
in the palm of his hand, nodding now and then.

A song comes on and he thinks he’d like to dance,
to take a turn around the living room, down the hall,
only there’s no true love to put his arms around, 

no one with whom he might lift a glass,
digest the news or who could cause his heart
to quicken in that massive chest.

Right about now, I imagine him doodling
or filling in the spaces of a crossword puzzle,
filling in the gaps with a woman here and there

who will delight him for about as long as it takes
to change the sheets that he will launder
and hang to dry, flapping from a stretched line

while here at home I whip up lemon tarts,
rosemary roasted potatoes, chicken and
raspberry jam, coffee from Arabica beans

ground in the Cuisinart he bought last November.
Its gears and blades growl in sharp precision,
the grind spilling into a plastic cup I wash 

while listening to the radio without static,
a clear signal to dance to on a starlit night
and I will nestle in fresh sheets, mid-bed, content.

P I A  T A A V I L A - B O R S H E I M

R EMOR S E

I turned my face toward the sun.
Meanwhile, fattened bees hummed
and darted, ferrying treasure.

Secrets abounded, the wind lay soft
and someone’s mower grated grass.
I knew not where the day’s long glance

would take us, could not lodge
its urgent plea. The dog slept 
under the chaise as my shin bones

bronzed. As I dozed, I thought
I saw you, again a child, running
through the garden, a dangling hose 

wrapped around your forearm, 
but it was a scarlet milk snake
at the edge of the trees, hissing.
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T I F F A N Y  S A N T O S

S UB J E C T:  ACC I D EN T

six cars ahead, growing limbs, taking them. 
Silent in their walking,
people become magnetized,
moving forward.

I just got a phone call

a digital chirp from somewhere
shrill, shrill impatient sound.

From a student who said

glass slivers salt the roadway
mixing with the loose gravel 
that always pools at this turn of highway.

There was a big accident

and the noise is too large for ears to hold,
trying to break those small bones too.

At the crosstown bridge going west-bound

what direction is supplied by these silent people
lost in a thicket of metal, the grit of chaos?

Northeast slanted concrete bears the slick of fifty years

At the Industrial Blvd. Exit

a small blond-haired child
a sublime black and blue
all about her edges.

She becomes an unwritten sheet of notepaper,
folded in an envelope of steel.

Please use caution

in the bends of metal above her.

Thank you.

*Italicized text from email sent by Carol Kauffman, Allegany College of Maryland, Feb. 9, 2010

P I A  T A A V I L A - B O R S H E I M  

D E L R AY  AGA I N

Ants file up the Banyan tree as the pool boy
hands me a soft, white towel. Down on the ocean

striped flags flutter from yachts. Women in gold 
jewelry, black bathing suits, glint like waves, 

white-capped, brilliant. Under the cabana, I work
my puzzles, write a few lines, remember when

you were here, too, snoring under the umbrella,
your canvas shoes loafing poolside. A waitress

in pink flip-flops asks if I’d like anything
to drink. Her ponytail bobs like hope,

up and down, up and down. I order 
seltzer with lime, apply more sunscreen,

lie a while longer on the canvas lounge,
almost reach for the phone to call you.
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N I N A  F O R S Y T H E

NOV EMBER  MORN I NG

Sirens lost in the fog
disarrange the morning,
then recede like spent grief.
Trees offer up their dark limbs,
the garden its silence.
My ears are filled with absence.

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 5 )
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N I N A  F O R S Y T H E

MY  B E S T  L I F E

My best life is enjoying herself, having made all the right decisions. Now she is
indulging in a Caribbean vacation with her beautiful family, sunbathing beside
the turquoise water. My other lives spy through the knot holes of space-time,
fascinated and jealous. The salsa music is loud and, gradually, they start to move
their hips. If they had married well, they wouldn’t be lying there oiled and
oblivious. But there’s nothing they can do to make this their fate. This one is the
winner; they are the stunted and gnarled branches of the decision tree. Does my
best life know how lucky she is? One of my other lives risks wrecking everything
by reaching through the knot hole and snagging a margarita, and all the others
have to have one, too. Pretty soon, they’re dancing with abandon, making the
most of borrowings from my best life; even the one whose legs got crushed in a
car accident shakes her shoulders to the beat. They drink and dance until the
space-time membrane vibrates and the sky turns lavender. My best life opens her
eyes, sensing that she’s missing something. She stands up and gazes at the
setting sun with a melancholy so lovely they envy her this, too.

N I N A  F O R S Y T H E

B URN I NG  WAT E R

I never saw the rivers burning
and you tell me that those days
are long past. Everyone is glad
except for me.

My problem, you tell me,
is that I want too much:
clean water and burning rivers,
to be consumed and yet live.

I tell you I’m content,
but in my dreams fresh springs
bubble out of the earth
in flames.
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M I K E  W E D D L E

T H E  T R A I N

This right here is precisely what it feels like. This is it. I’m feeling it right
now. If I put the feeling into some words maybe you can feel it a little bit too.
But you first need the correct raw materials, and those materials are an abject
lack of any ability to effect any change of any kind in the world around you, total
ineffectiveness, impotence, and not making any impact on the world outside of
yourself greater than the urine you can leave on the wall of this building. What
I’m feeling is discrimination. I’m being mightily discriminated against. Look at
the words, discriminated against. Can you feel it?

No, I’m not saying I urinated on the building. I didn’t say that.
I mean, I came all the way from Washington of the Columbia District

without any problems or difficulties, quiet as a mouse. There is no reason in hell
the rest of the trip should not have been one smooth slide into Chicago. No
reason at all. Easy peazie. The woman with the flower pot hat got up because the
train seat had a big lump in the center of the cushion. I know. I was sitting there
myself before moving over to the window. Whatever else they say, she and her
little pot of fake flowers moved to another seat because that cushion lump was
stuck there between her butt cheeks. Anyone would have moved. I did. You
would, too.

So don’t say it was because I smelled any different than anyone else on a
train without showers, and don’t say it was because of my suitcase. What I should
do is walk right back to the station and get names for a discrimination lawsuit.
And numbers. Do they have numbers? And I would if I didn’t have this twisted
ankle from when they threw me off the train. You thought I was lying on the
ground because I was tired? But why go back there? Here in this town, what’s it
called? Cumberland? Here in this place the train station doesn’t even have a
person. What they have is a phone with no dial tone and a locked door. I flew
once from Mexico to Texas and everyone on that plane had a cardboard box tied
up with twine for a suitcase. Cardboard boxes and that damn chicken. So don’t
tell me it was because of my cardboard box. You don’t believe I was in Mexico? I
was in Mexico. Verdad. 

Where am I again? Cumberland? I have to get to Chicago and the sooner the
better. As soon as I can stand. No thank you. I don’t want to go to the ER.
They’re always asking if you hear voices and then I have to tell them the whole
story of Joan of Arc. Besides, it wasn’t for me, the cardboard box I mean. I know
it wasn’t a real suitcase. Luther never made a noise the whole way. He never
barked, never scratched. Luther is smarter than most people and he knows when
to be quiet. We had the whole discussion before getting on the train. It wasn’t

M I K E  W E D D L E

T H I S  MORN I NG

I dreamt I wrote a Spanish love poem
with beautiful black ink on the whitest paper,
and when the last tilda 
was over the last sweet intention,
I woke,
and it was time to shower and shave
and have my coffee.
And now the words,
like the object of that love,
are in a world above me
and a little to the right,
where I cannot see,
but my love is true.
Das un paseo en los caminos del corazon.
It could be you. 
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castle to confront the unknown, but why take chances? I’m sure that as a local
constable you would intervene in the name of truth and justice. 

No, thank you, I really don’t think I need to go to the hospital. I think I
can almost stand and walk now. You know some people lie down and hug the
earth just out of shear gratitude for everything it gives to us. We’re too
disconnected with our own planet. In Chicago some people spend their lives like
sixty stories up, separated from the earth, and it changes a person. I can see you
don’t have that problem here in Cumberland. I can tell you’re really grounded.

Besides, if I went to the hospital, what would I do with Luther?
Oh, no, I know what animal control is. We both know what happens in 

that place. 
You’ve already called them?
I can’t believe this is happening again. 
I’m trusting you. You’re such a good listener. I guess you’re not too busy in

a little town like this. It’s not like you’d ever need a prison or anything in a place
like Cumberland. If you say they’ll watch Luther until I have a way back home, I’ll
take you at your word, but please tell them at the hospital this is just a
transportation issue. If they call Amtrak, I’m sure they’ll pay any expenses, since
my ticket was to Chicago. Just a transportation issue. One man and one dog. If I
could be home in time for dinner that would be wonderful.

his fault he needed to take a dump after that place. Where was it? Harpers Ferry?
You can’t blame a dog for a thing like that.

Come here boy. That’s a good dog. The thing about dogs is, they’ve grown
accustomed to being discriminated against. No dogs allowed. And now everyone
wants to do the same thing to the rest of us. Look at that face. Can you imagine
anyone being angry just because he was on your train? I have some jerky in my
pocket. So Cumberland’s the place where the train slows down to throw off the
outliers? If your skirt’s too short, or your socks don’t match, or you sing off key,
or you’re listening to angels working on your sainthood? Well if it is, you must
have one hell of an interesting little town here. You wouldn’t have anything on
you that Luther would like to eat, do you? Any animal-based protein? I didn’t
think so.

Am I talking too fast? I have a pill for that only I don’t take it because then
I talk too slow. And sometimes when I take it it’s like Luther doesn’t even know
me. Only I may have to take it if I’m going to be at work Monday. Only I don’t
have it. It’s in my real suitcase, in the trunk of my car. Probably in my driveway
right now. My wife drove back when she said she was scared. That’s all I know.
Don’t blame her. I don’t. I probably should have let her take Luther. But it’s also
important to have a friend when you’re being discriminated against. No offense.
I’m not saying you’re not my friend. But you’re a cop and you like to be
everybody’s friend. And we just met. Is it OK to say “cop” now? Is that, like, PC?

You see, when Joan of Arc was in a spot like this, she had lost her last
friend. Well, God was her friend, but for God dying is so abstract he wouldn’t even
think about lifting a finger. Jesus stayed dead for like three days. Then he was
hungry again. They tied Joan to a piece of wood and burned her like a
marshmallow in a bonfire. I’ve seen it over and over again. I’ll never forget she
was killed by Bill Kennedy. When they burned her that was my favorite part of the
movie. Hey, don’t look at me like that. It was a horrible thing for the Brits to do.
But when I was growing up in Detroit, the one-time actor Bill Kennedy hosted a
movie show on TV from across the river in Canada. Whenever Joan burned, the
executioner in his black hood had a big black circle around his head, and a big
black arrow that said “BILL.” He showed that movie over and over, and we all
held out breath until he said his one line, “Forgive me, father, I killed a saint.” 

Or something like that.
Sometimes with discrimination it’s too late for forgiveness.
Sometimes the voices give you a distinct advantage but sometimes it’s a

real disadvantage. Whenever one of the doctors ask me about it, I picture Bill
Kennedy with his torch lighting the bonfire. And no offense, but small towns
make me nervous. I’m not saying anyone from your lovely little town—what’s it
called again, Cumberland?—would pick up a pitchfork and torch and storm the
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B I L L  D U N L A P

UN T I T L E D

A poetics of the hummingbird
would include my fear of death. 
More than motion is at stake.
A globe of thinnest glass, 
model of all other worlds
that when it shatters each mortality
moves closer—to its number.

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 3 0 )
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S H E R R E L L  R .  W I G A L

L AC EWOOD

The last time you didn’t listen
I was talking about the river
and that old sycamore tree.
How all winter I offer
prayer-ties to this touchstone 
as she guards dark water.

This spring I feel her stir,
draw up from root, to limb, to branch
another leafing season.
No direction, instruction, distraction, 
no “I’m too busy”—just her 
patience in gentle morning light.

But you were off 
on some quiet journey of your own.
Preoccupied with mail, coffee,
the morning news.
Wandering the caverns of
your empty work-pages.

What I wanted to say was
I’m here. That I long to plough  
that deep place 
from which my sap rises and flows,
as my skin sheds while
my hands bud with poems. 

S H E R R E L L  R .  W I G A L

T H E  R E D  D R E S S  O F  P O E T RY

Oh, let us flaunt our poetry.
Dress it in something slinky or
something soiled and inky.
Let us read in quiet bedrooms,
in crowded subways,
down by the fishin’ hole.
May we press it in our mouths
till it becomes diamonds
we’ll hang from our ears.
Simmer it in the stew-pot of words 
we’ve praised and cursed
till it becomes sustenance—
wheat free—gluten free 
or banned by the FDA.
Carry it in in our silk purses,
in our sow’s ear pockets.
Be not ashamed—wear it
to the laundromat, the post office,
dress it up in something
that can’t be missed,
something to remind us
of living, dying, bloodshot eyes, 
of the stars from which we came.
Let’s go out-on-the-town everyone
just to wear the red dress of poetry.
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A L E C  P E E R

NATUR E  V.  B OY

The boy threw smooth branches
into the rushing stream
both of us gazing at the way
they followed the current
with no conflict.
Things we could learn 
from a stick in a stream.

Some transferred lessons
of crossing traffic bridges, carefully
climbing guard rails waist-high,
navigating this grown-over path
carved by rusty bulldozers
that should’ve been
out of operation.

His path: mulled by his mother tying
too many belts around her arm.
Hoping his fractured route
would again be overtaken
by nature.

Protruding cement drains
stood along the filled creek.
The guided child walked
as snowflakes danced through trees.
Gaps in the leaves speckled light on the scene,
shined portholes into the water. 

T I M  S U E R M O N D T

G L I D I NG

“Tomorrow I will start to be happy.”
—Dennis O’Driscoll

I started to be happy yesterday
and the day before,

but I held the emotion so close
to the vest no one could tell.

Tomorrow everyone will see
my grin and swagger,

my feet gliding an inch 
over the sidewalks dusted

with a light snow, and everything
that ever vexed or harmed 

will move to either side and bow,
shuffling for my forgiveness.
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A L A N  B R I T T

COU S I N S

(For Mike & Paula)

Cousins are siblings. Some languish at the outermost 
tips of a giant octopus, while others hold the center 
for mothers & aunts to prepare rhubarb pies & 
gather around canasta tables.

Cousins shed scales at the rate of snakeskins appearing 
in the oddest places at the oddest times ... cousins in flux 
& flow ... cousins whose eyeballs reflect grandmothers 
everywhere they go.

Cousins who resemble wild palms sweeping eyelashes 
across the snowy tundra of Williamsburg Pike’s frozen 
branch on the family tree.

Cousins who transcend Christmas cards, birthday 
greetings & ever-evolving family reunions to say, 
You always have been & always will be.

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 3 5 )
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M . C .  P R A T T

MYS T E RY

There
just there 
down along 
the valley’s reach
hovering in still air
a punctuation mark
on a blank page
a sound heard
not heard
until it comes again
echoing twice, 
three times
and gone,
giving 
only the question …
was it one
or two
owls
at night.

A L A N  B R I T T

6 T H  G R AD E R S

(For Mary Powers) 

Sixth graders, imaginations intact,
scatter gardenia feathers painted
by moonlight across desks,
wall posters, & Welcome signs glued
to the ceiling ... sixth graders willing
to try anything, so long as it involves 
crocodile moons, crystal guitars,
& metaphors waiting to pounce
at every opportunity.

Sixth graders, imaginations intact,
scatter gardenia feathers painted
by moonlight across their desks,
over goose-necked faucets, pencil 
sharpeners, clocks & posters of 
metaphors, similes & onomatopoeia, 
in no particular order.

Sixth graders, imaginations intact,
scatter gardenia feathers over
moonlit desks & launch themselves
into mental orbit while falling in love
with the universe.
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D A V E  S W E I T Z E R

DO I NG  D I S H E S

Food gets inside my gloves.
It doesn’t matter how many pair I don;
the rubber and latex won’t stretch far enough.
If I just stop and think about it late at night, in another place
at some later time, I can smell the olive oil, chili sauce, bits of corn.
Like chads left hanging inside used spiral notebooks,
crumbs in crevasses of keyboards,
dust motes clinging statically to TV screens,
they gather even when I don’t want them there.
I learned there are Amazonian fish called cichlids,
not to be confused with Chiclets, which is gum, or the phrase
“he had to check his Chiclets,” sometimes said in hockey
following a mouth-punishing smash.
There is a particular cichlid called a discus,
named, I am told, for its shape.
The word dish itself comes from the Greek word diskos.
I imagine Grecian dancehalls filled with lights bouncing
off of hand-crafted mirrored-balls, men and women
in tailored polyester togas, pogoing
to lutes and lyres and the reading of poetry.
Is it a coincidence that discus is only one short letter from discuss?
That dish rhymes with fish?

D A V E  S W E I T Z E R

A  LOV E  S ONG  T HAT ’ S  R E A L LY  A BOU T  
FA L L I NG  A S L E E P

We close our eyes and the dim light
of the room winks out. It’s the pounding of our
hearts we hear as ear presses pillow.
Our breathing gets faster then
slows and slows.

Sometimes our dreams are chrysanthemums,
sometimes rivers. 
Sometimes we dream each other
holding hands, halfway warm sun on our faces,
exhaling clouds of breath,
the crunch and whiff from dried-out leaves under our feet.

Closed eyes oscillate under shuttered lids,
irises open and shut in the darkness.
Bodies embrace then evaporate
like smoky dew.

In that savage quiet between
the depths of night and the shallow dawn
while one sleeper snores,
the other flips the pillow,
lets the cool fabric rest against cheek,
and gently, so not to awaken,
curls up and rolls over. 
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R I C H A R D  M A S L O W

COOK I NG  A LON E  

The following are excerpts from Cooking Alone, a cookbook narrated in the voices of
solitary fictional characters describing why they’re alone and what they like to cook. 

KITCHEN DANCE
I love the feeling of being alone. I can stay up until 2 a.m. whenever I want

without interrupting anyone. I can snore, play weird music, walk around nude,
pick my nose, cry, talk to myself, cover the walls with my old elementary school
drawings and read the same book three times without having to explain myself to
a single soul.

There might be a time when I decide not to be alone, when I get tired of all
of this control and want to gamble with my emotions. Now I dance alone. I can
see a time when I’ll begin to look for a dance partner. There’s something scary
about the search. I like dancing in a Graham-influenced, curved combination of
spirals, contractions, and releases. I like old Gil Evans arrangements, Sketches of
Spain. I don’t notate my steps, just improvise day after day, my own tradition of
movement sequences, use my memory to build new private performances. I might
find someone who worships at the feet of Martha and moves to the dissonance
and rhythm of Miles’ music. But what happens when my taste (or my partner’s)
changes? Will that change be a sign of rejection? How will we keep from feeling
stuck? 

The scary part is settling on one, forming a partnership of tolerance. I don’t
know how to do that yet. So I’ll keep cooking for one. 

Banana Cakes
2 soft bananas—mashed
1 tsp baking powder
1 tbsp canola oil
1/2 cup oats 
1/3 cup chick pea flour (besan)
2/3 cup water
1 egg
1/8 tsp cinnamon
1/8 tsp nutmeg
1/3 cup powdered milk

Grind oats into flour in blender. Sift flours with baking powder and spices. 
Add powdered milk. Whisk egg in water. Add to dry mixture. Add oil. Add 

B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 1 7 )
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O P EN  HOU S E
Brittney told me about your project, and I thought it was a good idea. I

don’t know how many girls lived in my house. I was a foster mother for over
twenty years. After my children left and my husband died, I needed something to
do. I wanted to help people, and I knew there were kids who needed a home. 

Last year my last foster girl left. To celebrate (mourn), I took a trip. I saw
that not every country has foster care. Some places have a few orphanages—or
nothing. I saw young kids out on the street shining shoes or selling candy. Some
of the older kids spend their food money on glue to sniff. 

The girls who stayed with me had their problems. Most had been neglected
and didn’t know what it was like to have a quiet, well-organized home. Most of
their mothers were addicts. A couple died from overdoses. I tried to show them
how to organize their days, their rooms, their minds. Unfortunately, for some it
seemed too hard. They fell into old habits, yo-yoing emotions, sabotaging every
chance of success. They tried so hard to be accepted. Some jumped from bed to
bed in an endless search for “true love.” At least I tried to make sure they knew
about birth control. Some like Brittney tried to prove their love for a boy by
having his baby, only to end up raising the child by herself. Maybe she is learning
now, or at least she’ll try to teach her younger sister. 

Sometimes I could see that a light had gone on. She started to think, then
to imagine another way of doing things. But too many just imitate their
mothers—because that’s all they remember from those early years. I taught every
girl who came to my house how to cook, sew, do simple math, read a map, and
keep a diary. The only lesson of lasting value was the diary. Some of them proudly
offered their diaries for me to read. Atrocious English but the seeds of insight. Or,
occasionally, fiction written looking up from an abyss of abuse. In my opinion,
the diary was more important than all of those hours of counseling. I’ve tried
keeping my own diary several times, but it’s difficult when you’re busy. Great
excuse, huh?

Well, we have to eat. Cooking is a handicraft with chances for mistakes on
Monday and triumphs on Tuesday. I encouraged my girls to try at least one
complicated recipe per week. We also had plenty of one-pot quick ones. I told
them cooking from a cookbook uses the most dangerous skill they’ve learned—
how to read. Now that I’m alone I have plenty of time to cook. Here’s one of the
recipes I’m proud to have taught. I’ve served this on Thanksgiving as rice
dressing.

Well-dressed Rice and Broccoli Casserole
1 cup rice
1 cube bouillon 
1/8 tsp ground sage

some flour (wheat or whole wheat) if mixture is too thin. Fry in skillet 
lightly coated with oil. Serve hot. (Freeze the leftovers for late night snacks.
After dancing.)

NO BEGGING, I  TOLD YOU
As I climb the stairs I’m alone. The dog waits on the bottom step for me to

shoe my pretty big feet and take him out. I could talk to the dog, but he’s not
very conversational. Besides, I’m addicted to silence. Solitary silence. Or what
passes for silence with all of the sounds. We get to School Street and walk along
the edge of the weeds when I hear rustling at the edge of the hill that falls off
sharply. The dog and I move again, and I look down into the gorge and spot the
deer. We walk away, and so do the doe and her two fawns. 

A block or so past the school the hillside is covered with honeysuckle. The
scent of blossoms is strong as we walk past. A cluster of neighbors stand outside
enjoying the perfect temperature of a May three-quarters gone. One asks, “Who’s
walking whom?” A smile and a few pleasantries later I’m back to the sounds of us
walking, the wind, the birds at dusk, and the beats of steel drums being carried
on the wind from the downtown Friday fest several blocks away. 

We get home, and I’m still alone. With the dog. 
Like my dog rooting for his buried bone, I poke around in the fridge. The

hunt for something to eat is not very exciting tonight. Some nights you just
gobble what’s available. I’ll make something out of these remnants. The dog will
beg no matter what’s on my table. The nightly rituals continue.

Leftover Stew
1/2 acorn squash—previously baked
1/4 small onion—chopped
3 tbsp soft tofu—mashed with bullion or soup mix
dash turmeric
dash nutmeg
dash cayenne
2 cup water
1 tbsp olive oil
4 black Kalamata olives—pitted

Chop onion, sauté in oil. Peel and chop squash in hunks; add to sauté. Add 
water. Boil 5 min. Add remaining ingredients. 
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1/8 tsp ground thyme
1/8 tsp turmeric
1/8 tsp ground nutmeg
1 onion—chopped finely
1 clove garlic—chopped finely
1 stalk broccoli—chopped 
1 egg
2 tbsp raw almonds—ground or slivered

Boil rice in a quart or more of water. Drain and rinse when soft. Steam
broccoli separately, al dente. Mix rice, seasonings, broccoli, and egg. Pour
into buttered baking dish. Sprinkle top with almonds. Cover and bake at
325oF until egg sets. 

J OAN ’ S  F R I E ND
My friend Julie and I were widowed just a few years apart. Julie’s husband

got cancer from his exposure to x-rays as an Army guinea pig at the atomic bomb
testing out in New Mexico. My husband died after years of high blood pressure
pills wore out his kidneys. (His drinking didn’t help.) For years we visited each
other most mornings after the kids left for school. We drank coffee while we
compared our kids and debated which brand of laundry detergent was cheaper. In
the afternoons, we car-pooled so the kids could stay for clubs—math, German,
chess, Honor Society. 

Each of us has been living on her own since the kids moved away. 
When Julie got cancer the first time, she talked through her fears, and we

felt closer. Then it returned. Her fear of death was so strong at first. As she got
sicker, we talked more about how I could help. When she got too weak to drive, I
gave her rides. I brought her pills from the drug store. I invited the social worker
from the hospice to come talk with us. I helped Julie fill out the living will paper.
Later, I did her grocery shopping, but only if she asked. I never wanted to push
myself on her. I knew her so well. I knew what kind of music she liked, which
made her happy, which sad. When I started doing her laundry, I kept using the
more expensive brand of soap because it had the smell she liked. 

Toward the end I brought her chocolate milkshakes and coffee cake. Day by
day she ate less and less. The nurse showed me how to give her the pain pills
with thickened liquids. I fluffed her pillows, rubbed her back, turned her every
few hours. 

Julie’s daughter visited about two weeks before the end. After she and her
mom said their good-byes, she said she wouldn’t be back because the Julie she
knew was no longer alive. I understood what she meant, but I feel each stage of

life is important. We change every day. The mother who told her good luck the
first day of kindergarten is not the same woman who greeted her at the door after
her first semester of college. The Julie whom I’d met fifty-two years before was
not the one who used her last painful breath to tell me that she loved me. 

This recipe was one of Julie’s favorites. I bake it in her memory.

Joan’s Coffee Cake
1 cup sugar
1/4 cup salted butter, softened
2 eggs
1/2 cup milk
1 1/2 cups flour
1 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp vanilla extract
1/2 tsp cinnamon

Butter oblong or square pan. Cream butter and sugar. Separate eggs, adding
yolks to butter/sugar mixture. Add vanilla to butter/sugar/yolks. Beat whites
stiff. Sift flour with baking powder and cinnamon. Add milk and flour
alternately to butter/sugar/yolk mixture. Fold in beaten whites. Pour batter
into baking pan. Sprinkle with extra sugar and cinnamon. Bake at 325oF for
about 35 minutes.
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S U E  A N N  S I M A R

S HAD E S  O F  B LU E

An overload of blue, that text, that freedom.
Eyes gradually scan the horizon, the sun burning the tip of my nose.

I’m old enough to remember that first hole in the ozone layer,
the way that made me feel, to think of air shrieking out of a balloon,
of a shriveled planet burning through space.

It’s cold out there, too cold for sleeping.
This trickery of hot and cold,
of what leaks in and what leaks out.

Sliding, to slide, to open completely.
An intimacy of all blue sky, of universe, of other minutiae.

Beyond this sky, this open window. What grows black and blankness and
bluish blue. An icon beyond an icon, a color beyond any shade of blue.

G A R Y  C I O C C O

PHOTO  F I N I S H ED

Nobody smiles for photos 
anymore, you know that,
she says, but she is sixteen,
too cool for school,
proud and jaded
with her mismatched socks.

Among constant flashing images
some still smile
some still don’t
and some will still feel forced.

Some will be captured
with dark shades and
pouty lips, looking downcast
in the sun. Others fade
off the edge, not wanting 
to have too much fun.
It’s the frustrating 
stuff of bios or portraits
the static smile
or ambiguous face.

Now that we can snap this
snap that, snap chat
we’re still fine with
hints of white or frowning
lines. The teen rebel
she talks so fast,
no time to shine.
Her purpose awaits
and will outlast 
her need for data.
Instant celebrity’s ingrained
in her fiber-optic veins, but
she’s still a candidate for the
candid, god bless her 
ancient soul.
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V I C K I  S I L V E R F E A T H E R

MY  H E ART  I S  A  W I DOW

She sang your songs; I wore his ring. Just north of Rappahannock, VA, a
small white church in Little Washington was the container of pain, secrets and
relief. I never saw your body. I never believe you died. I dream you are in the
witness protection program, in hiding, but not dead. Our old gang comforted me.
But few others knew of us. I watched the girl holding your guitar. People asked
each other, “How long were they together?” “Two years,” someone sighed. “Six
years,” I whispered to no one. I look at the flood of pretty young weeping
women. I wonder to myself, “How many of these were his girlfriends?” Another
song from the girl in the front of the church. I wonder drily if copies of her latest
CD are available for purchase in the vestibule. Can I get a T-shirt that says, “I was
Matt’s lover and all I got was this lousy T-shirt!”?

The memorial begins; strangers speak of you. Your father steps up. I had
only met him once. My memories go to a vision of myself picking out of your
trash a photo of a one-year-old you on his shoulders a long time ago. I still have
that picture. It seems so important to him that he declare your suicide an
accident. I wonder why?

My new husband beside me is leveled, because he now knows my heart is
your widow and it will never be his. A line moves up the aisle. Each taking a red
rose. Not one is left for me.

A poolside reception is held. Rich old hippies with money create a blue blur
of recollecting our days of singing on Frostburg stages or in the woods of
Virginia. Your well-coiffed mother takes me aside and hugs me. She says into my
ear, “He was always crazy about you.” My inner voice hears you say, “I always
come home to you, Vic, you know that.” I drive away with the man who wears my
ring. Empty. “It was always you. It was always me.” How did THIS happen!?! Who
wrote THIS ending? My eyes tear as we head up through Front Royal. Why didn’t I
wear my vintage black hat, with the veil drawn down long? I want to hide for a
long time because today my heart is a widow. B R E A T H I N G  L I F E  ( 2 4 )
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S H A R O N  Y O D E R

EMA I L  TO  A  G R I E V I NG  F R I E ND  

Cumberland is graying in after another rainy night.  

Blackbirds are gathering 
in trees out back, 
filling branches 
like these words 
are filling this page. 

Not that that helps; 
I know
they’re only birds, 
only words, 
something to say.

Sincerely.

P.S. If you were here,
you wouldn’t need your sunglasses today. 

S H A R O N  Y O D E R

P O S T LUD E

I wanted a root cellar
down deeper than sun,
a damp space smelling of earth 
and last year’s potatoes,

I needed a wall
to hold my leaning,
and a place to engrave a name
in the chill of the floor,

not feeling when my fingertips split 
and bled into letters, 
not knowing when the name 
in the earth became mine.
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C O N T R I B U T O R S

Alan Britt served as judge for the 2013 The Bitter Oleander Press Library of Poetry Book
Award. His interview at The Library of Congress for The Poet and the Poem aired on Pacifica
Radio, January 2013. His latest books are Parabola Dreams (2013) and Alone with the
Terrible Universe (2011). He teaches English and creative writing at Towson University.

L. Claire Cantwell is a freelance journalist living in the Catoctin Mountains of Maryland.
Her poems have appeared in The Disciple, The Emmitsburg News-Journal, The Catoctin
Banner, Kudzu and First Lights. She hosts a monthly poetry event in Emmitsburg, MD, at
Holy Ground’s Café and serves as vice president of the Gettysburg (PA) Poetry Society.   

Gary Ciocco teaches philosophy and political science at Gettysburg College, HACC, and York
College. He has had poems published in Seminary Ridge Review, Shadowtrain, and National
Catholic Reporter, and was runner-up for the Bordighera Poetry Prize in 2007. He lives in
Gettysburg, PA, where he co-hosts the First Friday poetry series at the Ragged Edge Coffee
House.

Liz Dolan’s poetry manuscript, A Secret of Long Life, nominated for the Robert McGovern
Prize, will soon be published by Cave Moon Press. Her first poetry collection, They Abide,
was published by March Street. A six-time Pushcart nominee and winner of Best of the Web,
she was a finalist for Best of the Net 2014.

Bill Dunlap is an artist who splits his time between Western Maryland and New York City.
Most of the art-making happens in Maryland. He works primarily as a painter. Sometimes he
writes. Sometimes painting is writing and writing is painting.

Nina Forsythe has an MFA from Bennington. Her poems, translations, and reviews have
appeared in Nimrod, 5 AM, Kestrel, Chiron Review, Taproot, Puerto del Sol, and the anthology
Knocking on the Door, among others. She’s a three-time winner of the Backbone Mountain
Review Poetry Prize. She lives in Frostburg, MD, where she teaches English as a second
language, hosts a monthly Coffee with a Writer, and conducts creative writing workshops.

Nicole Houser grew up in southwestern Pennsylvania and spent twelve years in Frostburg,
MD, teaching English and Spanish at Frostburg State University. She lives in Jersey City, NJ,
where she teaches composition and English as a second language at Saint Peter’s
University.

Richard Maslow writes and occasionally cooks grits in Cumberland, MD, where he has lived
longer than anywhere else. “Cooking Alone” is his collection of several dozen self-portraits
of fictional solo cooks and their creative culinary contributions. Maslow composes poems,
plays, and short fiction.

Nate Maxson is a writer and performance artist. He is the author of several collections of
poetry, including I Wished for a Serpent and the recently published The Age of Jive (in
which the poem “The Escape” also appears). He lives in Albuquerque, NM.

Alec Peer is from Short Gap, WV, and lives in Cumberland, MD. He is a psychology major at
Frostburg State University studying to be an addictions counselor. He works with children
and young adults who struggle with emotional and behavioral problems. “Nature v. Boy”
was inspired by these interactions.

S H A R O N  Y O D E R

T H E  WOUND

lay on the beach between us
needing saltwater and sunshine
and healing, but days
ran by in a drizzling maze 
and no healing
happened.

“I will go out,” I said, “with the tide,
farther than the sea’s turning,
and I will gather
all that I find. 

I will bring it to you,
laying it here at your side,
covering your pillows of storm-spilled sand, 
trusting that somewhere 
in my gathered wandering 
some touch for you 

will be found.” 
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M.C. Pratt is an artist, writer, and teacher whose imagery most frequently reflects a
closeness to the earth, conjuring her transitory nature. Pratt directs the Environmental Arts
Education Program for the Evergreen Heritage Center Foundation. She writes, paints, and
teaches in Maryland and North Carolina.

Tiffany Santos’ poetry, essays, and short stories have been published in several literary
journals, including Backbone Mountain Review, Voices from the Attic, and Wicked Banshee
Press. She is the co-founder and editor at Black Hat/Black Tree Press (www.blackhat-
blacktree.org) and the Oak Moon Review.

Pushcart Prize nominee Frank Scozzari resides in Nipomo, a small town on the California
central coast. His award-winning short stories have appeared in numerous literary
magazines, including The Emerson Review, Tampa Review, Pacific Review, Eleven Eleven,
Berkeley Fiction Review, and The MacGuffin, and have been featured in literary theatre.

Vicki Silverfeather grew up in Allegany County and lives with her daughter and several
rescue pets. She was a theatre major at Frostburg State University. She and her daughter
enjoy singing, drawing, and creating stories. Silverfeather is honored to share with BMR
one of many surreal events in her life.

Sue Ann Simar has poems forthcoming in the anthology Voices from the Attic, Volume XX.
Simar lives in Morgantown, WV, and participates in the Madwomen in the Attic workshops
lead by Lori Wilson. Her most recent publication was online in Dead Snakes.

Michael O. Snyder is founder and director of Interdependent Pictures
(www.interdependentpictures.org), a Washington, D.C.-based media production studio
focused on working with nonprofit and social good organizations. As a documentary
filmmaker, photographer, and Rotary Ambassadorial Scholar (MSc, University of Edinburgh)
Snyder has worked on projects in the U.K., Japan, Uganda, and Ecuador. His work has been
featured in galleries, magazines, on television, and at film festivals, taking home several
awards.

Tim Suermondt is the author of two full-length collections: Trying to Help the Elephant
Man Dance (The Backwaters Press, 2007) and Just Beautiful (New York Quarterly Books,
2010). He has published poems in Poetry, The Georgia Review, Blackbird, Prairie Schooner,
PANK, Bellevue Literary Review, Stand Magazine (U.K.), and has poems forthcoming in North
Dakota Quarterly and Ploughshares.

Living his grade school years in Pittsburgh, PA, Dave Sweitzer returned to his hometown of
Morgantown, WV. Sweitzer graduated from Morgantown High School before earning his
degree from West Virginia University with an area of emphasis in creative writing. He
resides on High Street, Morgantown’s main thoroughfare.

Pia Taavila-Borsheim’s thirty years’ worth of collected poems, Moon on the Meadow, was
published by Gallaudet University Press in 2008; a chapbook, Two Winters, was released by
Finishing Line Press in 2011. Her poems have appeared in The Southern Review, Threepenny
Review, Barrow Street, The Southern Humanities Review, and The Broadkill Review, among
others.

Barrett Warner is the author of My Friend Ken Harvey (Publishing Genius, 2014). Recent
work can be found at Revolution John, Consequence Magazine, Salamander, Entropy, and
other places. He blogs at barrettwarner.com, and lives a life of quiet mayhem at An
Otherwise Perfect Farm.

Mike Weddle lives in the mountains of Western Maryland with his wife Sandra and works as
a physician in nearby rural Pennsylvania. He has published short fiction and poetry in
several literary magazines and has been a contributor to BMR since 2008. He leads a local
drum circle and is on the board of the Community Wellness Coalition in Allegany County.

Sherrell R. Wigal has published poetry in numerous literary magazines and anthologies,
including Wild Sweet Notes, Fed from the Blade, and Hamilton Stone Review. In addition to
teaching writing workshops, Wigal presents her poetry in unusual venues for poetry,
including fairs and festivals throughout the Appalachian region.

A native of Garrett County, Sharon Yoder teaches at Allegany College of Maryland, where
she savors a rich and ever-changing stream of human experiences. Some of these
experiences are highlighted in her poetry.
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C ALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Email Submission Deadline: Tuesday, June 30, 2015

POETRY, FICTION, DRAMA, AND CREATIVE NONFICTION

REGIONAL AFFILIATION: 
Backbone Mountain Review (BMR) is an annual literary journal showcasing the creative talents
and cultural diversity of the people and places within the Appalachian Mid-Atlantic. Thus, writers
should reside in or have close personal ties to the geographical region. Writers with no ties to
the area may also submit, provided their poetry or prose features the people or places within the
BMR community: 

Maryland: Allegany, Carroll, Frederick, Garrett, Howard, Montgomery, and Washington counties.
Pennsylvania: Adams, Bedford, Blair, Cambria, Centre, Clearfield, Cumberland, Fayette, Franklin,
Fulton, Greene, Huntingdon, Indiana, Juniata, Mifflin, Perry, Somerset, Washington,
Westmoreland, and York counties. Virginia: Clarke, Frederick, Loudon, Page, Rockingham,
Shenandoah, and Warren counties. West Virginia: Barbour, Berkeley, Grant, Hampshire, Hardy,
Jefferson, Marion, Mineral, Monongalia, Morgan, Pendleton, Preston, Randolph, Taylor, and Tucker
counties.

GU I D E L I N E S :  
1. Writers are invited to submit up to five (5) pages of poetry (no more than one poem per 

page), or up to ten (10) pages of fiction, creative nonfiction or short plays. We request 
that writers submitting in more than one genre not exceed the ten (10) page limit.
Submissions in excess of these quantities will not be considered by the editors. 

2. All submissions must be previously unpublished, original works by the submitting author. 
Submission conveys first publication rights to BMR, including the right to digitally 
archive the entire issue for post-publication download from the Allegany County Library 
System and the BMR website’s archives, after which rights revert to the author.

3. All entries must be emailed to backbonemountainreview@gmail.com by the Tuesday, 
June 30, 2015 deadline.

• All entries must be submitted as email attachments formatted as MS Word or RTF (rich 
text format) documents.

• DO NOT include your name on ANY of the attached submission.

• In the body of your email, include your name, address, phone number, title(s) of work 
submitted, and your regional affiliation (whether you’re living in, connected to, or 
submitting writing about the BMR community).

4. Writers with work selected for inclusion will be notified via email by September 20th.  
Contributors will have two weeks, until October 4th, to proof galleys and/or provide bios 
by return email.

GUEST BLOGGERS , VISUAL ARTISTS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
BMR is looking for four guest bloggers to contribute monthly features related to the mission of
BMR: showcasing the art and literature of the Appalachian Mid-Atlantic. We are also looking for
visual art or photography to be featured in the next issue of BMR. Visit the website for more
information!

For guidelines and deadlines,visit: https://backbonemountainreview.wordpress.com/ 
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